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1 Introduction

One of the more difficult concepts in enterprise analysis is that of accrual adjustments.
Recall, the purpose of accrual adjustments is to take the information on a cash basis income
statement and then adjust it so that we have a more accurate view of how much value was
created in a given period and how much it cost to create that value. One way to better
understand this idea is by working through the following series of three examples. The three
following examples are meant to align with slide 28 of the unit 3 slides.

2 Product Inventory Adjustments

Figure 1: Grain Bin Example

Product inventory adjustments document the changes in levels of the stuff a business
owner sells. Lets think about a corn farmer. A corn farmer uses a set of inputs (fertilizer, fuel,
seed, etc) to create an output (#2 yellow corn). This output is harvested each year. Often,
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Figure 2: Inventory Accrual Adjustment Examples
Positive Inventory Adjustment Negative Inventory Adjustment

Accrual Basis Income Statement
Customer

For Year Ending...
Prepared by ...

Accrual Basis Income Statement
Customer

For Year Ending...
Prepared by ...

Revenue Revenue
Crop Sales $50,000 Crop Sales $50,000
Change in Crop Inventory 500 Change in Crop Inventory -500
Total Crop Sales Revenue $50,500 Total Crop Sales Revenue $49,500

a farmer will store corn from one year to the next or over many years in bins located on the
farmer’s property. Sometimes this is a hedging mechanism or because of expectations about
future prices. In the extreme, I had a neighbor growing up who stored tens of thousands of
bushels of corn as a retirement savings account he understood.

In this case, lets say we have a grain bin as illustrated in figure 1. On the left hand side
we have a bin that began roughly half full, say $1000 worth of corn. At the end of the year,
after grain had been added and removed the inventory was higher, say $1500 worth of corn.
We had an inventory change:

Corn inventory change = end − beginning (1)

with our numbers:
$500 = $1500 − $1000. (2)

The corn inventory change is a positive $500. This means that on the accrual basis income
statement an product inventory adjustment to crop sales should be made.

The logic behind this adjustment is that $50,000 of cash revenue was reported. But more
value was created over the accounting period than just that $50k. In this case, $500 more.

The case could also be like the illustration on the right of figure 1. In this case, the
beginning inventory was, say $1500. At the end of the year, after many fillings and removals
that only $500 worth of grain remained.

−$500 = $500 − $1000. (3)

The logic in this adjustment is that $500 more was sold than was actually created in this
period. Both of these adjustments are reflected on the accrual basis income statement as
in figure 2. This is the same story that would apply to any product inventory or accounts
receivable.

3 Adjustment to Expenses from Liability Changes

The same farmer uses inputs purchased from a variety of sources. A common practice is to
purchase items on credit through an arrangement with a vendor. Growing up, we would go
to the store that carried supplies and just load them in the truck and drive away. The bill
was paid at some point in the future. The key attributes of an accounts payable are that
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Figure 3: Change in Accounts Payable
Heading &

Revenue Sections
Expenses

Cash Operating Expenses $10,000
Change in Accounts Payable 750
Total Cash Operating Expenses $10,750

the purchase is made with credit that is not typically secured or documented with a formal
promissory note. However, this does not in any way lessen the moral or legal obligation to
pay.

So lets say this farmer keeps a tab with his or her local coop. He also runs stocker steers
on the corn stover over the winter. As such he keeps an inventory of fencing supplies. At the
beginning of the year he owed the coop $1,000 for these fencing supplies. Over the course
of the year he paid that bill and then make more purchases. At the end of the year he now
owes $1,750. In figure 3 the change in accounts payable increases the cost of doing business
in this period because it took more than was paid on cash to create value in this period.
This is essentially the same story for accrued interest, accrued taxes, etc.

Accounts payable change = end AP − beginning AP (4)

$750 = $1, 750 − $1, 000 (5)

4 Adjustments to Expenses from Asset Changes

Figure 4: Fuel Example
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Figure 5: Change in Supplies Inventory
Heading &

Revenue Sections
Heading &

Revenue Sections
Expenses Expenses

Cash Operating Expenses $10,000 Cash Operating Expenses $10,000
Change in supplies inventory -1000 Change in supplies inventory 1900
Total Cash Operating Expenses $10,750 Total Cash Operating Expenses $11,900

This last group is the most confusing. These are changes in asset levels that affect
expenses. On slide 28 of the unit 3 lecture you will see the group of items with a ’(-)’ sign
in front of them. An example is the easiest way to address this idea.

This farmer has a fuel barrel. In the left example he or she started with a half full tank
worth $1000. Over the course of the year the barrel was filled and emptied several times. At
the end of the year the inventory of fuel was worth $2000.

Supplies inventory change = −(end − beginning) (6)

with our numbers:
−$1000 = −($2000 − $1000). (7)

What is happening with this negative sign? Cash operating expenses reflect that fuel has
been purchased to the level found at the end. However, not all of that fuel purchases in this
period was used in this period. As the left side of figure 5 shows, the expenses need to be
adjusted downward by $1,000 to reflect that this fuel was not used in this period to create
value.

If we look at the right panel of figure 4 we see an example where fuel was purchased prior
to the current year. The barrel was full when he started the year. In this case, he never
filled it. He simply drained the tank over the course of the year and never purchased a drop.
In that case, the value created over the course of the year actually cost $1900 more to create
and this is reflected on the right panel of figure 5.

$1900 = −($100 − $2000). (8)
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